EUROPEAN MOBILITY WEEK
AWARD 2013
Spotlight on the finalists
Budapest
The Hungarian capital -winner of the 2008 award- continues to invest in its
ts
public transportation system: from the refurbishment of the underground metro
lines and creation of a 4th line to the acquisition of 150 new buses with
enhanced environmental engines. The EMW activities rewarded cyclists and
public transport users by providing free breakfast or books to enjoy as they
ey
spend time on the bus.
Activities were organised to discover the secret spots in the city linked to the
history of cycling and an adventure trip took place in the Millennium
Underground Railway (M1 underground metro station), the first to be builtt on
the European continent.
In parallel to the event TEDCity2.0 held in New York, the city organised a special edition of
TEDxBudapestCity2.0 which focused on innovative urban planning, conscious consumption and
architectural and transport innovations.
Contact: Dea Németh

Ljubljana
During European Mobility Week the Slovenian capital -winner of the 2003
award- confirmed its long term commitment to sustainable mobility by engaging
ging
29 primary school and 16 kindergartens in over 250 events aimed at increasing
ing
ad a
pupils’ awareness of air quality and safe transport themes. The campaign had
strong focus on air quality and engaged local authorities, research centres,
schools, sports associations and a wide variety of citizens’ associations.
ska
On the occasion of Car Free Day, Ljubljana restricted car access to ‘Slovenska
ar
Street’, one of the main boulevards of the city that was heavily affected by car
traffic. This area will now be gradually redesigned as a pedestrian zone.
Contact: Jelka Žecar

Östersund
This Swedish city - also a finalist for the 2012 EMW award - has creatively
reinterpreted the focal theme of 2013 campaign with the sub theme ‘Love is in
n
the air!’: buses became spaces to meet new people and organise speed dating
ng
and newly married couples were offered sustainable transport modes to and
from their ceremony. Among the organised activities were a photo contest on
Instagram and a photo orienteering activity focusing on hidden art around the
e
city.
hs
The city improved its online journey planner which shows users different paths
and transport possibilities. The usual information is integrated also with cost,
CO2 emission produced and Kcal used for the journey. On the occasion of
EMW the city engaged in an impressive number of permanent measures, 35 in
total, to promote a shift towards sustainable modes of transport.
Contact: Anne Sörensson

Selected initiatives from shortlisted cities
Bologna, Italy
The city launched the experimental project ‘E-bike 0’, a project involving
g 40
cycles
other Italian municipalities, to promote electric bikes. The innovative bicycles
have a sensor for NOx (nitrogen), CO (carbon monoxide) and O3 (ozone)
ne)
which supports data collection and further research in the area of urban
n air
quality.
The winner of the 2011 award used the EMW to inaugurate a new
pedestrianised area in the historic city centre and to set up the ‘Bologna
a
Bicycle Advisory Committee’, a group of associations with the aim of
promoting further use of bicycles for daily commuting.
Contact: Cleto Carlini

Gdynia, Poland
Gdynia’ citizens were involved in the campaign even before the official start
of the European Mobility Week: citizens competed for the creation of a
successful slogan to promote trolleybuses as a means of transport.
The two best slogans, ‘Eco-trendy-publicly’ and ‘Your urban network off
eople
convenience’, were printed and put on two of Gdynia’s trolleybuses. People
were also involved in participatory urban planning through workshops on
making cities more ‘people friendly' and surveys on the pedestrianised area
of the city.
Contact: Alicja Pawlowska

Hudiksvall, Sweden
Even for a first year participant to the EMW, this Swedish municipality
already got noticed for their innovative campaigning which involved a
competition for local merchants to publicise the EMW in a creative way
through their shop windows.
The city also implemented 8 permanent measures and the project ‘Bicycle
Friendly Workplace Gävleborg’ which promotes cycling to work among
employees.
Contact: Clemens Ludvigsson

Labin, Croatia
In Labin, every day of the EMW had a different sub-theme connected to air
quality: from ‘Ozone Layer Day’ to the ‘Open Air Game Day’. Public
authorities organised various workshops for students of secondary schools
entitled “What is the quality of the air we’re breathing?”.
During the Car Free Day, pupils engaged the public in the street discussing
what they had learnt, and distributed educational leaflets with instructions on

how to check the purity of the air in the environment. The city also
engaged in the refurbishment of its streets such as construction of
sidewalks, street lighting, bridge reparations, creation of bus shelters and
additional zebra crossings.
Contact: Eni Modrušan

Larnaka, Cyprus
As part of the many and varied art laboratories and festivals organised
sed in
e music
the car-free streets of Larnaka, citizens were able to attend a unique
performance by the group ‘Tat-T Nabar’. The band arrived on site using
sing
bikes and started their show with an improvised concert of bicycle bells.
They continued the musical performance using alternative instruments
nts
made mainly of vegetables and recycled materials. An entertaining video
was used to promote sustainable mobility. Among the permanent
measures, the municipality further extended its bicycle and walking
infrastructure.
Contact: Eleftherios Embedoklis

Sofia, Bulgaria
The Bulgarian capital, in collaboration with the traffic police department
and the ‘BikeEvolution’ association, undertook a successful campaign to
o
promote safe cycling which ran simultaneously in 6 Bulgarian cities: Sofia,
fia,
Blagoevgrad, Plovdiv, Varna, Burgas and Ruse.
Throughout the city parking spots became the centre of many activities::
they were transformed into green-relaxing areas, open air cinemas, art
centres and theatre stages. Educational movies were screened on the use
of oil and its effects on the environment and mobile laboratories to control
rol
the quality of air from the executive environmental agency informed
citizens of the effects of air pollution.
Contact: Mihaela Raykova

Turku, Finland
The Finnish city organised ten ‘experiential bus rides’ which ran throughoutt
the whole EMW. Passengers enjoyed art performances on their way home::
a clarinet duo from the Turku philharmonic orchestra, trumpeters and
cheerleaders, musical bands, theatre groups, circus artists from Turku arts
academy all greeted public transport users using buses as performance
space.
Public figures and local decision makers were invited on the buses to
discuss public transport and mobility policy. As part of the EMW, a ‘National
al
Carpooling Day’ and ‘National Teleworking Day’ were organised which
looked at using local public libraries as an alternative and commute-free
working place.
Contact: Marja Tommola

